Gait disorders.
This article provides insight and reviews useful tools for the clinical assessment, understanding, and management of neurologic gait disorders. In recent years, our understanding of the physiology of human walking has steadily increased. The recognition of gait as a complex, "higher-order" form of motor behavior with prominent influence of mental processes has been an important new insight, and the clinical implications of gait disorders are increasingly being recognized. Better classification schemes, the redefinition of established entities (eg, senile gait), and new insights from research on degenerative disorders primarily affecting gait (eg, primary progressive freezing of gait) have become available. Gait disorders are directly correlated with poor quality of life and increased mortality. Because gait is very sensitive to any insult to the nervous system, its assessment should be carried out carefully in routine clinical practice. Disorders of locomotion are easily discernible to the naked eye. However, when examining gait, clinicians should bear in mind that the clinical phenotype is the net result of changes induced by the disease itself plus any compensations adopted by the patient to improve stability. This review presents a clinically oriented approach to gait disorders based on the dominant phenomenology and underlying pathophysiology, which are tightly connected. The authors conclude by proposing a practical management approach.